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THE POWER OF

SOCIAL MEDIA
Introduction

S

ocial media is flourishing. According to a global digital report by We Are
Social, 4.0 billion people out of a total 7.59 billion global population are
internet users. Out of this number, there are 3.2 billion active social media
users. It is estimated that the average internet user now spends around six hours
on the internet each day, mostly using mobile devices. It is clear that social media
is a big part of our society and our lives. Even if you’re not a fan of social media,
it just can’t be wished away!
Successful brands know that social media participation is no longer an option,
but a requirement. Some years ago, many small businesses had a minimal online
presence if any. In fact, I remember talking to one small business owner a while
back about the need of having a website, and he shook his head and told me that
his business didn’t really need it. That it was too expensive and time consuming
to build and to run. And that most of their clients would never have to search
them online.
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It’s fascinating how things have since changed. Consumers have become more
empowered and are demanding more from businesses. Unlike those halcyon
days, consumers are more aware of the power of social media. And so is your
competition.
Clients and customers will talk about you whether you have an online presence
or not. People will still look up your business for reviews before contacting you
or visiting your storefront or restaurant.
Don’t you want to know what those reviews say? Wouldn’t you like to be able to
do some damage control when things don’t work as planned? Don’t you want to
be able to defend your business in case of a murky public slag? Don’t you want
to build a positive online reputation?
Obviously, we all want that. We want to be in control of the narrative. We want
to create a strong brand that is firmly founded on values and superseded by
good reputation. Social media gives you this power – to listen and to engage
your customers directly, wherever they are in the world.
Social media will allow you to catch the attention of new prospects and engage with
new leads. No matter the size of your company or business, you can actively use
social media to start conversations with your target market and elevate your brand.
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From my experience as a small business owner who has successfully implemented
strong social media campaigns that drive traffic, enhance visibility, and build
active communities, I know how important social media is. Surprisingly, I have
also seen how much our competitors charge to implement these same efforts
(they’re quite expensive!), making it almost impossible for small businesses to
access these services.
It’s for that single reason why I decided to open a business to help small business
owners grow their brands and protect their bottom lines. Paulynice Consulting
Group provides top-notch services at a fraction of what others are charging,
allowing your business to leverage the immense power of social media.
I want to share my insights with you on how I’ve used social media to scale my
brand and to reach a more extensive market. We have developed a robust A-Z
approach, which small businesses can implement for social media strategies that
yield massive ROI. This eBook is your ultimate guide to how you can leverage
social media for your business’ success.
Let’s get started, folks.

3
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CHAPTER

WHY SHOULD YOU CONSIDER
USING SOCIAL MEDIA?

A

s a small business owner, your biggest goal and priority should be to
gain fast, effective, and sustainable online traction. It is, therefore, best
to set your social media efforts around the most popular social media
channels where you can follow proven lead-generation strategies and generate
consistent ROI. Importantly, your choice of social media network should depend
on three significant factors:
1. Where are your customers most concentrated?
2. Where is your audience most accessible?
3. Where will your audience most actively engage with your content
and ads?
Let’s look at some of the ways you can use social media platforms like Facebook
and Twitter to ace your game. But before we get there, is social media really
worth the salt? The answer is a resounding YES. And here is why:
•
•

There is a large number of people to be reached at the same time;
Social media as a platform is becoming bigger and more defined;
4



•
•
•

People are beginning to understand and accept social media as part of
their lives;
In most instances, little effort is required to kick-start a worthwhile leadgenerating scheme;
Social media is here to stay; hence, it can be relied on as a platform.

SOCIAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES
AND CHALLENGES
How Can Social Media Empower/
Influence Your Small Business?
The advent and spread of social media changed the course of human interaction
all over the world. The revolution has also swept the business front and changed
the way businesses interact with their consumers. Digital marketing plays a
crucial role in building a brand and increasing its visibility. Let’s look at some of
the ways social media marketing can empower your small business.
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1

Enhanced Visibility

Social media platforms provide an opportunity to get your products and services
noticed by a broader market. With the correct marketing strategy, you can get
consumers to visit your website and subsequently buy your products. With over
1 billion active users monthly, Facebook, for instance, can provide an excellent
untapped market for your business.

2

Build Your Brand’s Awareness

Studies have revealed that 33% of customers use social media to get information
on new products and services. You can leverage on this to stamp your authority
in your niche by showing your expertise to your consumers through social media.
This will build a strong reputation for your brand to your potential customers.

6



3

Increased Interaction with Your Customers

Your business can now connect much easier with your customers through
social media. They can relay their opinions, reviews, and complaints about
your products and services directly. You can engage with these customers
instantaneously and on the fly. You have the opportunity to respond promptly,
build your rapport, and encourage constant communication.

4

Cost-Effective Marketing

Sales and marketing are considered essential aspects of any business. Traditional
marketing is very costly, and businesses spend quite a lot on it. Social media
marketing is cheaper than the conventional outbound strategies, such as cold
calling, printed leaflets, and TV and magazine advertismenets. You can opt to
market your products for free on social media to those who are already following
you or your business. If you choose to pay for your advertisement, you can
expand your audience and target specific groups to maximize the returns.
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Your Business Gets Competitive Advantage

By embracing the most effective marketing strategy, your business will soar
above its competition. Your competition might be using its social media wrong.
You can capitalize on this to get more clients familiar with your products and
services. Offer excellent customer service, respond to your customer inquiries,
and market your business to endear your customers.

6

Build Customer Loyalty

Research shows that over 70% of customers would refer a brand to others
merely because they received a prompt response on social media. Customers
will feel more appreciated by constant feedback and will become more loyal to
your brand.

7

Get Your Customers’ Perspectives

Your business gets the chance to understand your customers’ tastes and
preferences through interactions with them. You can use this to improve your
8



products and services and even tailor them to the customers’ preferences. Your
customers will feel valued and appreciated. You can also use the interaction to
understand your target audience and discover an untapped market.

8

Higher Conversion Rates

Digital interaction gives your business the opportunity to convert itself to a
more human-like venture that people can easily relate with. Your customers
will want to be associated with your business if you listen to them, give them
relevant content, and portray a positive image of your brand. This will result in
more social sharing and increased conversion rates.

Social Media Risks and Challenges
for Small Business Owners
As already established above, social media can be a potent tool for your business.
However, it is essential to fully consider all its benefits and risks before settling
on the most suitable approach for your business.
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• Damaged Reputation
Social media presence comes with the risk of ruining your businesses reputation.
If you do not address the concerns raised by your clients or mishandle their
comments, they can quickly spread negative feedback, which will affect your
brand’s image. Your brand’s reputation can also be affected by negative
comments that may be raised by your competition on social media.

• Additional Expenses
Your small business will incur extra expenses in a bid to be more active on social
media. You may be required to hire professionals to manage the pages or spend
money on acquiring in-house talent. You may also have to pay for advertisement
if you opt for a paid ad. Creation of content will also require extra funds, for
example, the cost of making videos or having professional photos taken.

• Time Wastage
Since social media requires regular monitoring, it may end up consuming much
of your productive time. Your followers may demand timely responses to their
comments and may interpret a delay as not being valued enough.
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Your business may also need to keep updating content; for instance, if your
company has a new product, your followers on social media should be aware as
soon as it is launched. Other aspects of your business may suffer as a result of
spending too much time on social media. While this can be a challenge, it can be
mitigated by hiring experts to handle your social media strategies/efforts while
you concentrate on doing what you do best – running your business.

• Diminished Benefits
Your business may fail to realize the benefits of social media marketing if you lack
a clear, well-thought-out strategy. You may spend a lot of time or even a good
amount of money on creating content, but if you do not have a well-articulated
plan, your business will not get the anticipated ROI. Failing to network with your
customers or having negative feedback may also result in diminished sales.
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If you have found this first chapter helpful,
you can purchase the entire book here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07ND2QKT5

You may also email me at info@paulyniceconsulting.com
for a 15 minute complimentary consultation.
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